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ABSTRACT 

A linear-quadratic dynamic oligopoly model is developed and applied to the 

world coffee export market. The model nests various market structures using 

either open-loop or feedback strategies. The theoretical properties of this 

model are described. For given ohserved behavior, the assumption of feedback 

strategies implies a less competitive market structure than open-loop 

strategies. 



nYNmIC OLIGOPOLY: 

ESTIPRTION Ah'D TESTS OF WRKET STRUCTURE 

A dynamic model is used to identify, estimate, and test market structure 

and the types of strategies used by firms where adjustment is costly. The 

model is applied to the world coffee export market. Previous papers have used 

static oligopoly models to estimate market structure (Iwata, 1974; Gallop and 

Roberts, 1979; Sumner, 1981; Appelbaum, 1982). The static assumption of these 

papers is inappropriate where there are substantial adjustment costs in train- 

ing or in capital accumulation, or where there is learning over time. By in- 

corporating costs of adjustment in a dynamic model, we can estimate and test 

the competitiveness of a market under different assumptions about the ration- 

ality of firms. 

The game-theoretic literature abounds with dynamic models of oligopoly 

that are too general to he usable in estimation. Our model is restricted to a 

specific family of equilibria to facilitate estimation. This family nests the 

collusive, price-taking, and Nash-Cournot-in-quantities markets among others. 

The justifications for collusive and price-taking behavior are obvious. 

There are two reasons for including the Nash-Cournot model. First, in- 

cluding this model allows us to compare our results to earlier empirical 

studies. Second, the dynamic version of the Nash-Cournot model may be rea- 

sonably motivated. Suppose that there are discrete time periods (such as 

growing seasons) during which firms cannot vary their output levels. Thus, 

the firm is correct when it makes the Uash-Cournot assumption that its com- 

petitors cannot respond to changes in its output levels within a time period. 

Xonetheless, firm can respond over time. 



1Ve consider two types of equilibria. First, firms may choose an initial 

set of output levels and stick to that path. Second, firms may choose strate- 

gies, i.e., rules which give their output as a function of the state. These 

two equilibria are, respectively, open loop and feedback. 

The open-loop and feedback models are identical where firms collude or act 

as price takers. In other oligopolistic models, such as where firms make the 

Nash-Cournot assumption within a period, the two models imply different adjust- 

me13t paths and steady-state output levels. Under the open-loop model, firms 

do not expect to revise their strategies after an unexpected shock (such as 

bad weather) affects the output levels of various firms. This failure to 

anticipate revision is irrational. 

The feedback equilibrium is subgame perfect, but for general functional 

forms is difficult to estimate. To he able to estimate practically a feedback 

model, we use a variation of the well-knovm solution to the open-loop and 

feedback linear-quadratic model (Starr and Fio, 19691.' The general open- 

loop model can be estimated,' but the linear quadratic specification makes 

it possible to compare the open-loop and feedback equilibria. 

Our methodology allows us to distinguish between the four models described 

above: collusion, price-taking, Nash-Co~~mot open-loop, and Nash-Cournat Feed- 

back. A number of other dynamic oligopolistic games would produce output paths 

that lie between those of colltlsion and price taking. Rather than try to ex- 

plicitly model each of these games, we generalize orrr specification so as to 

allow for intermediate paths and steady-state output. 

Mre use an index of behavioral assumptions by firms within a single time 

period to approximate these other games. This index is analogous to a con- 

jectural variation in a static game. llhere f i rms nay use feedback strategies, 



a conjectural variations interpretation is inappropriate. While this index is 

not the explicit outcome of a game, it allows us to easily approximate a range 

of games. In particular, the collusive, price-taking, and Nash-Cournot models 

are obtained as special cases of this more general model. Thus, estimation of 

the market structure only requires the estimation of this index. We treat 

this index as a single parameter but, more generally, it might be a function 

of exogenous variables. 3 

We start by describing the model. Next, we discuss the method of nest- 

ing and the leading cases of competition, collusion, and Uash-Cournot-in- 

quantities markets. The third section provides qualitative analysis of the 

model and the fourth gives the details necessary for econometric implementa- 

tion. The following section provides an econometric application: the in- 

ternational coffee export market. We end with a surmnary and conclusions. 

1. Definitions and the Model 

Estimation relies on the discrete tiqe model in khich the length of a 

period is c .  The continuous model, obtained as E + 0 ,  is used to obtain 

most of our analytic results (see Karp and Perloff, 1988). 

The industry consists of n + 1 firms where n - > 1. At time t, firm i 

decides how much to produce in tlie current period qit or, equivalently, 

- determines its change in output, uit - qit - qi,t-s , where ; is in units of 

time and u. is a rate. Firm 1 incurs a quadratic cost of adjustment, 
I t  

and a quadratic cost of production, 



In period t, firm i faces the linear demand curve 

Firm its revenue in period t is pit qit&. Given an instantaneous 

interest rate of r, the one-period discount rate is e-"r, and the 

objective of firm i is to maximize its discounted stream of profits, 

For simplicity in the theoretical analysis, we set a. = a and assume 
I 

tioi = 0 = 0 Oi' The last equality implies that adjustment costs are mini- 

mized when there is no adjustment. 4s a result, the steady-state levels of 

output in the open-loop, collusive, noncooperative Nash-Cournot, and price- 

taking equilibria are equal to their static analogs. This equality holds for 

general cost and revenue functions and not simply the quadratic ones assumed 

here. 4 

For estimation, it is convenient to allow the parameters "i, yOi, and 

ai to be firm specific and nonstationary. The resulting estimation model 

reflects quality differences, transportation costs, or other specific costs. 

This flexibility eliminates a set of restrictions, but the remaining restric- 

tions implied by the model are sufficient to identify the characteristics of 

the market. The parameters r, b, 6, and o are assumed common to all 

firms. This assumptiori is relaxed in the discussion of estination. 



The - ith Finn's objective (2) is written in matrix form as 

where ei is the - ith unit vector and e is a column vector of l's, K i  = 

I I 

b(e ei + ei e') + 0 e. e. (so K. is a matrix with b's on the ith row and 
1 1  1 - 

colurm except for the (i, i) element which is 2b + 6; all other elements 
t 

are 01, and $ = e. e. b .  As s -+ 0, this expression approaches 'i 1 1  - 
-rt 1 '  1 '  

j. e [a el qt - Zqt Ki qt - - U  2 t 1 t  S. u I dt. (2b) 
0 

We assume that q. is unconstrained so that negative sales are possible. It 

Negative prices can be interpreted as very low prices. When prices fall below 

a certain level, firms would prefer to be huyers rather than sellers; they must 

bear the adjustment cost to make the transition. 

Alternatively, the model can be interpreted as a standard investment 

problem in which qit is firm i's capacity, and sales lie in the interval 

[0, qit 1 .  This interpretation requires additional assumptions. Provided 

that initial capacity lies within a certain range (an n + 1 dimensional set) 

that depends on the market structure, firms will produce at capacity (for the 

example of a Nash-Cournot market, see Remolds, 1987). Given an initial 

condition in this range, the open-loop and Feedback solutions are as shown 

below. The reader can either adopt the literal interpretation or regard the 

model as the standard investment problem in which the initial conditions are 

such that the capacity constraint is always binding. 



2. Two Families of Equilibria 

We consider two families of equilibria: open loop and feedback. Members 

of each family are indexed by a parameter v, which describes the behavioral. 

assumption that determines the outcome. This parameter is defined by v = 

d u. /au. for i # j and all t. In a static model, v can be interpreted as a ~t it 

constant conjectural variation. Since the open-loop game is equivalent to a 

static problem, the same interpretation can be adopted in that case. We adopt 

the neutral description of v as a player's behavioral assumption. This assump- 

tion is taken as primitive and not explained by strategic considerations. 

This procedure is justified on pragmatic, empirical grounds. The leading 

cases where v = -l/n, 0 ,  or 1 (the latter for identical firms) result in the 

price-taking, Nash-Cournot, and collusive equilibria, respectively. The esti- 

mation of v provides a measure of the closeness of the observed market to a 

particular ideal market. If v = -l/n, each firm acts as if it believes its 

rivals will exactly offset its own deviation from equilibrium. Since the good 

is homogeneous, the firm acts as a price taker. If v = 1 and firms are iden- 

tical, each firm acts as if its rivals will punish it for deviating from the 

equilibrium by making equal changes in their o m  output. This assumption is 

equivalent to a market-sharing agreement and leads to the collusive outcome. 

In the open-loop equilibrium, each player chooses a seqr~ence of changes in 

output, using a particular behavioral assumption, v. The equilibrium levels 

can be expressed in feedback Eor~n; in this case, strategies are open loop with 

revisions that are unanticipated. When players choose their current l.evels, 

they act as if tney were also making unconditional choices regarding future 

levels. 



In the feedback equilibrium, players recognize that their future choices 

will be conditioned on the future state; players select control rules rather 

than levels. The feedback equilibrium is obtained by the simultaneous solution 

of the n + 1 dynamic programming equation 5 

1 '  1 '  -r€ Ji(%-6) = max q - - q K .  q - - u S. u E + e Ji(qt) 
u, i 1 t  2 t 1 t  2 t 1 t  ] ( 3 )  
l,t L 

where qt - - qti + u E .  The particular behavioral assumption, v, determines 
t 

the control rule for player i and his value function, Ji(' ) . 
When v = 0, the result is the feedback Nash-Cournot game. It is well 

known that the open-loop and feedback equilibria differ in this case (e.g., 

Starr and Ho, 1969). h'hen v = -l/n or v = I, the open-loop and feedback 

equilibria are identical since, if players either take price as given or share 

the market in each period, it does not matter whether they choose levels or 

control rules. 

3. Characteristics of the Model 

In Karp and Perloff (19881, we derive a number of properties of these 

models analytically and through simulations. These properties are briefly 

summarized here: 

I. For v € (-l/n, 1) and for given symmetric initial output level qO, 

output at t is greater under the feedback equilibrium than under the 

open-loop equilibrium; convergence to steady state is Easter in the 

latter case. 

2. Industry profits are higher (and social surplus lower) under the 

open-loop equilibria. That is, feedback strategies are relatively 

proconpetitive. 6 



3 .  For v = -l/n or 1, the trajectories and control rules are identical in 

feedback and open-loop models. 

4. Under both open-loop or feedback policies, output decreases in v. 

The open-loop equilibrium can be obtained as the solution to a control 

problem for arbitrary v.? ice use this result to illr~strate the relationship 

between the feedback game and the control problem. Consider the standard con- 

trol problem: 

1 6 J(q) = max 1; e-rt lae' q - q 1  Kq - - up ul dt 2 ( 4 )  
u 

subject to 

q = u, % given, 

where K = kl ee' + (kg - kl) I; that is, K is an (n + 1) x (n + 1) matrix with 

the parameter kg on the principal diagonal and the parameter kl elsewhere. In 

addition, K is positive-semidefinite and 5 > 0. 

Define C( as aggregate output at t, where the superscripts Ci = c, 0, f )  

indicate the paths given by the solutions to the control problem, open-loop, 

and feedback games, respectively. Assmne that the intial output is the same 

for all firms, q0 = (e QO)/(n + I), for each of the three cases. Then of is 
the solution to 

The proofs of the following four propositions, lilrich are based cn a com- 

i i parison of the systems of equations that define y and p , are in barp 

and Perloff (1988): 



Proposition 1. A sufficient condition for the open-loop and feedback 

equilibria to be identical is v = 1 or v = -1/n. 

Simulation results (Karp and Perloff, 1388) indicate this condition is also 

necessary. 

Proposition 2. Under the Nash-Cournot asstmption, output is smaller 

in the open-loop equilibrium and converges to its steady state more 

rapidly than in the feedback equilibrium. 

Thus, the feedback Nash-Cournot equilibrium is farther from the monopoly 

solution than is the open-loop Nash-Cournot equilibrium, so the feedback solu- 

tion is relatively procompetitive. Fershtman and Kamien (1987) and Reynolds 

compare steady-state values in open-loop and feedback equilibria. Proposi- 

tion 2 generalizes their results in that it compares the entire equilibrium 

path. The intuition is that, under the Feedback assumption, capacity discour- 

ages rivals' investment. Therefore, firms have a greater incentive to invest 

today as a means of preempting their rivals' future investment. Thus, they 

develop larger capacities and hence larger output levels. 

Since Proposition 1 provides a sufficient but not a necessary condition, 

we cannot prove that the comparison in Proposition 2 also holds for v # 0. 

Extensive simulations (Karp and Perloff, 19881, however, support the intuition 

that the result does ho1.d for v # 0 .  

Two possible sources of error in estimating market structure in dynamic 

models are the assumption of a restrictive ft~nctional form and the assumption 

of open-loop rather than feedback strategies. If one maintains the linear- 

quadratic assumption, it is easy to determine the likely magnitude of the 

second source of error. This approach provides infomal evidence of k:heti~er 



it is reasonable to tolerate the second source of error in an attempt to alle- 

viate the first. Our simulation results suggest that the assumption of open- 

loop strategies is less serious when the market lies between hash-Cournot and 

collusive than ~vhen it lies between Sash-Cournot and competitive (see Karp and 

Perloff, 1988). 

We can formally show that the open-loop equilibrium can be obtained by 

solving a control problem: 

Proposition 3. Aggregate output in the open-loop equilibrium and 

the control problem are the same if and only if k g  + nk = [2 + 1 

n(v + 111 b + 0. If kg = (2 + nv) b + 8 and kl = b, the levels 

of output for the t%vo problems are the same even if the n + 1 

firms have different initial levels of output. 

For the Nash-Conrnot case (v = ill, Proposition 3 reproduces the result 

used bv Hansen, Epple, and Roherds (1985). For the price-taking case, (v = 

-l/n), the inteprand in (4) gives social surpius; this reproduces the well- 

knom result that the competitive equilibrium can be obtained by solving the 

social planner's problem. For the collusive case (v  = l), the control problem 

that matches the open-loop game has kg = (2 + ri) b + 8, kl = b; whereas the 

control problem for the monopolist sets kg = 2h + 0 ,  k = 2b. Therefore, the 1 

collusive game gives rise to the monopoly soliltion only if all firms produce 

equal quantities. Analogously, in static games, a conjectural variation of 

one produces the monopoly solution only in a symmetric equilibrium. 

Pro~osition 3 shahs that open-loop eouilibria can he obtained by solving 

a control problem which depends on the parameters of the open-loop game. 

Therefore, estination of the market structure under the rtssumr;tions of 



linear-quadratic functions and open-loop strategies is equivalent to estimat- 

ing the parameters of a control problem. The methods described by Hansen and 

Sargent (1983) or Chow (1981) can be used. 

Replacing the feedback game with a control prohlem requires knowing the 

solution to the game rather than merely the parameters of the game. Although 

of no computational assistance, the device is of interest for two reasons. 

First, it leads to the recognition that the feedback equilibrium with a homo- 

geneous good is observationally equivalent to a particular open-loop game with 

heterogeneous goods. This equivalence has obvious econometric implications. 

Second, the device provides some intuition about why it is difficult to 

prove the feedback game is stable. Given the solution to the feedback game, 

it is possible to construct a K matrix such that the steady-state control rule 

of the resulting control problem is equal to the control rule of the game. 

However, the K matrix need not be positive definite, which violates one of the 

sufficiency conditions used to prove stability in the control problem. De- 

tails of this argument are provided in Karp and Ferloff (1986). 

For given v E: (-l/n, I), the equilibrium output depends on E in the 

feedback game; output is independent of E for the open-loop game. Consider, 

for example, the Nash-Cournot case where v = 0 .  Under the feedback model, a 

firm expects its rivals to react to its current decision only after an inter- 

val of E. Its current decision, therefore, depends on E. For the open- 

loop model, a firm expects no response on the part of its rivals (for v = 01, 

and the equilihritmm is, therefore, indepenc'ent of E. Simrllations show that 

the steady-state feedback orltprit rises as F. falls [periods become shorter). 

Thus, the estimated index of market structure depends on the assumed period of 

adjustment in the empirical analysis. The importance of the period of comit- 

ment in dynamic Nash games has heen note6 hy Roinganum and Stokey (1985). 



Finally, as the number of firms (n + 1) increases, the equilibritlm tra- 

jectories change. Ey setting 0 = 0 and normalizing so that 6 = (n + 1) c 

where c > 0 is constant, the price-taking and collusive equilibria are in- 

variant to n. As n becomes large, the adjustment cost for each firm becomes 

infinite so each firm makes only infinitesimal adjustments and thus captrlres 

only an infinitesimal share of the market. Thus: 

Proposition 4. Given 6 = 0 and the normalization 5 = (n + I)  c, 

the open-loop and feedback Vash-Gournot converge to the competitive 

equilibrium as n -t -. 

From Proposition 2, the open-loop and feedback equilibria are identical 

for v = l/n which goes to 0 as n + Since the open-loop model is a static 

game, it is \+ell known that the Xash-Cournot equilibrium converges to the com- 

petitive equilibrium as n + m. See Karp and Perloff (1988) for a rigorous 

proof. 

4. Estimation ?lethods 

Our objective is to obtain a consistent estimate of the index of market 

structure, v. In the process we can also estimate the adjustment parameter, 

b .  We estivate the adjustment equation, 

where g ( t )  is an :mrestricted function of exogenous variables and at is a 
vector of individual firms' output in time t. That i s ,  we make no assumptions 

regarding xhether firms have rational expectations about the exogenoiis vari- 

ables nor do we irspose assilmptions aboi~t whether the inverse demand intercepts 



and affine costs are constant over time and across firms. The elements of G 

are used to infer the parameter V. 
9 

The most obvious reason for this estimation strategy is its simplicity. 

The type of market structure is logically distinct from the rational expec- 

tations hypothesis. If that hypothesis is true, there is a loss in efficiency 

from ignoring it, but our estimate is still consistent. 

Throughout the estimation, we treat ;-; 5 e-= as known and common to all 

firms and assume o = 0. We designate as "symmetric" the case where the good 

is hotnogeneous (pi = ai - b L q .), and all firms have the same 6 .  'Weak 
1 

symmetry" allows demand to be of the form 

In either case it is natural to assume that the same value of v is common to 

all firms. 

Define v. as an n + 1 dimensional column vector with I in the ith position 
-1 - 

and v. . elsewhere; v. . = d u . / d  uit for i f j . (This approach generalizes the 
11 11 It 

previous section where v. . = v for i f j was assumed.) Given an assumed value 
11 

of p ,  an estimated matrix G and demand slope b (and hence Ki), - vi and o for 

the open-loop equilibrium satisfy (see the Appendix) 

The derivatioii of (7) does not depend on either syinmetry assumption, but 

the solution of ( 7 )  requires either symmetry or a similar assumption. The 

matrix Ki is of rank 2 so, in general, there are either infinitely many solu- 

t ions to (7) or no solutions. Given either spnetry assumption, eyuilibririin 

requires that the diagonal elements of G are eq~~al as are off-diagonal ele- 

ments. That i s ,  G is of the form 



If G is estimated subject to this restriction, all elements except the - ith in 

the column vector on the right-hand side of ( 7 )  are equal and there exists a 

unique solution to ( 7 ) ;  this assumes that v.. = v for all i f j. 
1 3  

More generally, suppose that the symmetry assumption is not used. For 

example, set i = 1 and let 

Then ( 7 )  can be rewritten as 

where y.. are obtained from the right side of ( 7 )  and depend only on d and the 
1 3  

elements of G. Consistency requires 

for all i and all j, k t' 1 and gives ni - I restrictions involving the deimnd 

system, b. ., and the feedback system, G .  Under tlie s)metry assuinption and G 
11 



as in (8), these restrictions are satisfied. This approach is the simplest 

but not the most general way to satisfy ( 9 ) .  

If (9) is satisfied, 3i can be uniquely estimated as iii = b. ./y. ., j # i. 
13 1 3  

That is, given the estimated G matrix, Si is linear in the estimated demand 

slope coefficient(s). Using the previous equation to eliminate 6 i  gives 

b.. 
11 

yii bik 
c rv.. = 

I I 3 m-2 j#i 

for all i, k # i. There are n + 1 equations in (n + 1) n unknowns. An addi- 

tional assmqtion, such as v . .  = v. Y j j i, is required. That is, for each 
1 3  1 

f irin, we can obtain an (possibly firm specific) aggregate index (or aggregate 

conjectural variation), but we cannot distribute this index over a firm's 

rivals. 

If we assume that b.. = bik, V j, k # i (a weaker condition than either 
1 J 

symmetry assumption) and also that v . .  = vi, then (9) and (10) simplify to 
1J 

and 

2 Thus, it is possible to estimate the !n + I )  elements of G srlhject to the 

2 n - I restrictions of ( 9 ' )  and use (10') to infer v . .  This approach does 
1 

not require estimation of the demand parameters, b .. ?'?lose parameters are i :I 

necessary only to recover 6. and, of course, to test whether the hypothe- 
1 

sis h.. = h .  f j ,  k $ i )  is reasonable, 
1 l k  



To estimate v and 6 in the feedback case, define the vectors 

%here vec ( Z )  stacks the columns of the matrix 2. "Rematricize" (inverse vec 

operation) wi and xi to obtain the (n + I) x (n + 1) matrices iCi and Xi. 

Notice that kri i s  linear in firm its demand coefficientjs) and that Xi depends 

only on 6 and G. If agents use feedback strategies, v and 6 must satisfy (see 

the Appendix). 

Given the complexity of hi and Xi ,  it is difficult to analyze (11) for 

the general case. Flowever, for the symmetric case, the left side of (11 ) is 

of rank 2. Under the assumption of synetry, the estimate of \r is indepe~dent 

of b; recall that a stronger result holds in the open-loor, modcl. Define the 

i matrix A such that b z Ki i ISi and define z e. e: + 6 X i ,  so Ai and 
I I 

B~ depend only on O and G. To recover v and 6, rewrite the - ith and the - kth 

(k # i) equation of (11) as 

and 



i where subscripts designate the element of 4 , B', and yi, and the super- 

script i is suppressed. Solving (1.2.b) for o gives 6 as a linear function 

of b and a nonlinear function of v. Substituting this function into (1Za) 

gives a quadratic in v rihich is independent of b. Hence, under the symmetry 

assumption, v can be estimated with knowledge of only is and G. 

Although there are two solutions to (12a), extensive simulation experi- 

inents show that one value is close to the open-loop value and that the other 

is implausible (v < -l/n, v > 1, or b < 0); therefore, in practice it is 

easy to choose the correct root. Using simulations, a comparison of the esti- 

mated v and h under the open-loop and feedback models, maintaining the as- 

smption of symmetry [and G as in (811, shows that v and d are larger under 

feedback (Proposition 2). 

It is possible for a value (or values in the asymmetric case) of v and of 

o to satisfy (9) or (11) without the implied game being meaningful. Given 

the solution to (9) or (111, it is necessary to check that each player's 

second-order conditions are satisfied and that the underlying Ricatti differ- 

ence equations are stable. These tests are straightforward in the open-loop 

game. It is necessary only to check thato > 0 and that the K matrix de- 

fined in Proposition 3 is positive semidefinite. For the feedback game, it 

appears necessary to solve the game using the estimated 6 and v; but this 

computation is straightforward. 

We can test whether the equilibrium is open loop or feedback, in addition 

to estimating the degree of competitiveness (vl. If symnetry is assumed so 

that G is estimated as in (81, exactly the same restrictions are inposed in 

estimating the parameters of demand and the control rule under both open loo;, 

and feedback. In order to distinguish the tmio, an overidentifying restriction 



is needed. For example, given information on cost, it would be possible to 

estimate jointly a cost function involving 6 and the demand function and 

control rule subject to (9) or (11). In principle, one could apply methods of 

nornested hypothesis testing or, less formally, compare the values of the 

likelihood functions under the two sets of restrictions. Unfortunately, 

reliable cost data are rarely available. Most firm-specific cost data are 

constructed by allocating total cost to a set of categories which does not 

include "adjustment."It would he surprising if, using this data, one could 

obtain a reliable estimate of 6. 

In the absence of cost data it is, in principle, possible to test open- 

loop vs. feedback behavior by dropping the symmetry assumption. The estima- 

k k tion of b. ., G, vi, and 6 (k = 0, fl subject to (7)  or (11) will, in general, 
1 3  

result not only in different estimates but also different values of the like- 

lihood function. That is, in the absence of symetry, the two sets of restric- 

tions, (7) and (111, are not equivalent. 

Ese demonstrated this nonequivalence by mcans of an example. For n = 2, we 

chose an arbitrary G, bll, and b12 and then chose b13 to satisfy (9); by con- 

struction, a unique estimate of v and 6 satisfies the open-loop restric- 1 1 

t o  7 .  However, for these values of G and b ., the feedback restrictions 
1 ? 

constitute three independent equations in 61 and vl, and no solution exists. 

In order to make these equations consistent, we could, for example, change bly 

In that case the open-loop restrictions would cease to be consistent. There- 

fore, the value of the likelihood function may be either greater or less under 

open loop: The open-loop and feedback models are observationally distinct 

even without cost data. linfortunately, imposing the restricticns in ( 7 )  and 

1 other than by using s!mmetry, is computationally difficult. 



The previous example also demonstrates that the feedback model is capable 

of providing more information than the open loop. As mentioned above, it is 

possible to estimate only a single value vi in the open-loop model. However, 

for the example we constructed, the feedback restrictions constitute three in- 

dependent equations so it would have been possible to estimate v12 and v 13' 

5. An Example: Coffee 

We have applied our estimation technique to the coffee export market. 4s 

we are primarily interested in illustrating our basic technique, we use (and 

test) the symmetry assumption. Both classical and Bayesian methods are used 

to estimate the market structure parameter. 

Background 

Since 1959, most exporting and importing countries have participated in a 

series of International Coffee Agreements (ICAs). These agreements set quotas 

for exporting countries, but there is substantial evidence that many countries 

violate the agreement. 

Gilbert (1986) surveys the various ICAs. He quotes critics who claim that 

the agreements "are no more than an internationally sanctioned producer's car- 

tel" (p. 602); his judgment is that the agreements have resulted in higher 

prices rather than simply more stable prices (P. 604) but suggests that this 

view is controversial. Greenstone (1981) also asserts that the large coffee 

producers have behaved as a cartel. During 1974, in the absence of an ICA, 

Brazil and Colombia attempted to form an explicit producers' cartel; they were 

later joined by other (smaller) producers. Static econometric rnodels includ- 

ing de Dries (1975), Akiyama and Duncan Cl98Z), Palm and Vogelvang (1986), and 

Herrmann (1986) argue chat the ICAs have resulted in higher prices for member 

importing countries b u t  lower prices for nonmember importing countries. 



The institutional arrangements in the coffee market constitute circumstan- 

tial evidence of an intent, by large producers, to exert market power. 10 

The difficulties of negotiating these agreements, and the failure to comply 

fully with them, indicate that it is very unlikely that producers have behaved 

as monopolists. Thus, the hypothesis that the market structure lies "between" 

monopoly and competition is plausible. The complexity and inconstancy of the 

institutions and the paucity of data ~ a k e  it unreasonable to attempt to esti- 

mate the explicit game that producers play. The index v, described above, 

provides a measure of the market structure. 

There are two reasons why it is important to use a dynamic model in 

attempting to estimate the market structure of coffee. First, changes in 

levels of production almost certainly involve nonlinear costs. There is a lag 

of 2 to 5 years between planting and the first harvest; a tree produces its 

maximum output between 5 to 10 years of age and bears for up to 30 years. 

This pattern suggests that average costs of adjustment increase with the size 

of the change. Second, the two largest producers, Brazil and Colombia, main- 

tain substantial stockpiles. Standard inventory models assume that there are 

nonlinear costs of adjusting the level of inventory (see, e.g,, Blinder, 1982) 

and often approximate these costs using a quadratic function. 

The costs of adjusting exports, therefore, consist of costly adjustment of 

production and/or inventories. A more fully specified model iyould include 

both stocks and lagged production level as state variables. Although in prin- 

ciple additional state variables may be introduced, there is a substantial 

increase in the complexity of the calculations, and much heavier demands are 

placed on the data. Vie, therefore, treat lagged exports as the state variable 

and interpret the costly adjustment of this variable as consisting of the 



adjustment costs of production and of inventories. This approach is defended 

as an approximation; its chief merit is that it leads to an estimable model. 

We examine the period from the 1961-62 crop year to the 1983-84 crop 

year. During that period, Brazil and Colombia's share of total world exports 

ranged from 32 to 50 percent and averaged 43 percent. Brazil's share was, on 

average, twice that of Colombia. The rest of South America's share was 

4 percent, the rest of Latin .America's was 17 percent, Asia's was 6 percent, 

and Africa's was 29 percent. The two largest African exporters' shares were 7 

percent (Ivory Coast) and 5 percent (Uganda). 

For simplicity, we assume that Brazil and Colombia are engaged in a dynamic 

game in which they treat the rest of the world as a fringe with exogenous out- 

put. Most Latin American and some African countries produce Arabica (mild) 

coffee, which is 70 percent of all coffee produced; most African and Asian 

countries produce Robustas coffee (a harsher coffee), which is mainly used in 

instant coffees and is an imperfect substitute for Arabica coffee. 

Many countries are thought to violate the ICA quotas regularly, especially 

the African countries. At various times, especially during the extended ne- 

gotiations on ICk from 1978-1980, Brazil and Colombia were thought to have 

intervened in markets to maintain stability. 

It is reasonable to treat Brazil and Colombia as "firms" since each 

centrally controls exports. The Brazilian Coffee Institute (IBC) controls 

supply and price; supervises grading, packing, and ry.eighing; and sets quotas 

within the country. The Colombian Federation of Coffee Growers (FNCC) buys 

from small farmers, evaluates, blends, grades, cleans, and manages the market 

through prices and taxes. 

Quantity data for this study come from Coffee: World Coffee Situation -- 

(various years) published by the U. S. Department of Agriculture, Foreign 



Agriculture Service. The price of coffee is an average of the prices of all 

coffee traded in the Hew York market, the major market for coffee. Price 

data, the world comodity wholesale price index, and world gross domestic 

product at constant prices are from the International Monetary Fund, 

International Financial Statistics (various years). 

Estimation 

A linear demand curve, equation (I), that treats Arabica coffee and 

Robustas coffee from various countries as imperfect substitutes was estimated 

using instrumental variables. Other right-hand side variables included world 

gross domestic product and a beverage price index. 411 prices were deflated 

by the world comodity wholesale price index. The coefficient b on Arabica 

coffee was 0.00002874 with a t-statistic (for b = 0) of 2.42. The equation 

had an R' = 0.97 and a Durbin-i<atson statistic of 1.85. We do not discuss 

the demand results further, since b only affects the estimated value of 

and not v. 

The adjustment equations (6) were estimated using Zellner's seemingly 

unrelated equations method (Table 1). Each country's exports are regressed on 

its own lagged exports, the other country's lagged exports, a time trend, and 

a dummy for the major freeze in Brazil in 1977-78. iqe imposed the cross- 

equation symmetry constraints that the coefficient on the o m  lagged exports 

was equal across equations as was the coefficient on the other country's 

lagged exports. That is gll = gZ2 f gl, and g12 = gZl = gZ \$here g . .  is the 
1 3  

(i,j) element of G. The F-statistic on these restrictions was 0.64 with 2 and 

34 degrees of freedom, so we cannot reject them. That the coefficients oil the 

lagged exports are zero independently or collecti\:ely can he rejected on thc 

basis of t-tests, F-tests, and likelihood ratio tests. 



Coffee Equations 
Adjustment E ~ u a t i o n s  (Export Quanti ty on Laggecl Export Quan t i t i e s )  

Braz i l  Colombia 

Constant 

Braz i l i an  f r eeze  
( 1977-78) 

Time (1, 2, . . . I  

Lagged Brazi l  expor ts  

Lagged Colombia expor t s  -0.192 0.302 
(-2.42) (2.27) 

~2 

Durbin-Watson 

Durbin's h 

aFignres  in  parentheses a r e  t - s t a t i s t i c s  aga ins t  t h e  n u l l  hypothesis  t h a t  t h e  
c o e f f i c i e n t  eaua l s  zero. 



Based on these estimated coefficients, and assuming 3 = .95, the open- 

loop model implies a v0 of -0.84, while the feedback model implies a vf of 

-0.80 as shown in Table 2. Using a Taylor expansion, the standard errors on 

these two estimates of v are 0.27 and 0.31, respectively. Thus, we cannot 

reject the v = -1 hypothesis (price taking) but can reject the v = 0 and v = 1 

hypotheses at the 0.05 level.'' 

We can use a Bayesian approach to obtain alternative estimates of v and of 

the hypothesis tests, Geweke 11986) has developed a method using Monte Carlo 

numerical integration to impose inequality constraints in a normal linear 

1 L  regression model. Importance sampling (using a multinomial normal) is 

used. We need to impose three sets of restrictions (Bayesian priors). First, 

the system is stable (-1 < g + n g c I and -1 < gl - g2 < 1:. Second, the 1 2 

market structure lies between mo~lopoly and price taking, 1 z vk = + i ( G )  -L/n 

k ( k  = o or f) where the v are nonlinear functions, gi, of the terms in G as 

shown in (7) and (11). Third, ok = Y(G) 2 0 (k = o or €1, where the ok are 

the adjustment parameters for the two models. Our classical point estimates of 

k the elements of G and our estimates of v meet these restrictions. 

iising Geweke's Bayesian approach, we can test these restrictions as shown 

in Table 2 (based on 5,000 importance-sampling replications). The stability 

k conditions are almost always met. In a quarter of the replications, v < -1, 

k v > 1 or ok < 0. Thus, since in roughly three-quarters of the cases all 

the restrictions hold, imposing these restrictions seems reasonable. 

f Imposing the restrictions, we obtain distributions of v0 and v . T h e  

values that minivize the loss function are the mean if we use a quadratic loss 

function and the nedian if se use an absalute difference loss function 

(Zellner, 1971, pp. 24-25), 



TABLE 2 

Classical and Bayesian Inequality Constrained Estimates 

Classical estimates 

vk (unrestricted) -0.84 -0.80 

Standard deviation 0.27 0.31 
(Taylor approximation) 

Bayesian inequality Importance sampl iirg a Bootstrap b 

0 f o constrained estimates f v v v v 

Quadratic loss 

vk (mean 1 -0.65 -0.62 -0.68 -0.63 

Standard deviation (sd1 0.35 0.36 0.43 0.44 

Precision of the mean 
o f  vk ( s d l f i )  

Absolute loss 

vk (median) -0.76 -0.73 -0.86 -0.81 

Standard deviation 0.37 3.37 0.46 0.37 

Reject because (%)  

Unstable 0.002 0.002 0 .O 0 .O 

Total rejections 
(1 - P I  26.5 26.5 29.7 29.7 

Asynlptotic standard error 
of p ~V'G-) 0.0073 0.0073 0.0109 0.0109 

a5,000 replications (tl. 

h2,000 replications (t). 



Table 2 smarizes the results of the classical and the Bayesian esti- 

k mates. The v based on an absolute difference loss function (medians) are 
k 

close to the classical point estimates. The v based on a quadratic loss 

function (means) are about 0.2 higher than the classical estimates. The 

k standard deviations on the quadratic loss function v are slightly greater 

than the Taylor approximations on the classical estimate. 

The importance-sampling approach assumed that the likelihood function was 

normal. We can relax the assumption of rlormality by using a bootstrapping 

approach, as reported in Table 2.13 The bootstrap estimates show slightly 

higher standard deviations correspoqding to the mean vk estimates (0.43 and 

0.441, a lower probability of rejecting due to vk - "- -1 (16 percent), and a 
7, 

higher probability of rejecting due to v h  < 1 (10 percent). 

Using the Bayesian estimates, we can calculate the probability that the 
T. 

market structure or behavior parameter vK lies within a certain range since 

k we have an entire distribution for v . Some of the interesting ranges are 

summarized in Table 3. Assuming normality, the probability that vk lies 

between -1 (price taking) and 0 (Xash-Cournot) is greater than 90 percent. 
k 

There is a slightly higher probability that v lies between the classical 

estimate and 0 (nearly 50 percent) than that it lies between -1 and the 

classical estiinate (over 40 percent). Two-thirds of rhe distribution lies 

k 
below the mean (quadratic loss) estimates of v . 

The bootstrap distribution has thicker tails, as shown in Table 3. For 

example, the probability that vf lies in the right tail between 0 and 1 i s  

10 .? percent using bootstrapping and 7.2 percent with normality. The 

probability that vf lies in the left tail between price taking (-1) and the 

classical estimate (-0.80) is 51.7 percent in the bootstrap distrihtition ;iiid 

35.1 percent in the distribution based on normality. 



The Distribution of vk Based on Bayesian Estimates 

Proportion of Normality Bootstrap 
a o f o 

weight between v v v v 
percent 

-1 0 93.5 92.8 90.3 89.2 

0 1/2  4.2 4.8 5.8 6.3 

aThe classical estimate is v k ~  ( k  = o or f) and vkb is the 
Bayesian estimate based on a quadratic loss function. 



We have assumed that the Brazilians and Colombians are dynamic oligopo- 

lists who face an exogenous Fringe. Based on either the classical or Bayesian 

approaches, their behavior appears close to price taking. The probability 

that they are at least as noncompetitive as Nash-Cournot is no more than 11 

percent. 

Simulations 

These estimates have implications for steady-state outputs. We normalize 

so that, if the two countries were price takers, each country's steady-state 

output would be 100. If the countries played open-loop Nash-Cournot, the 

steady-state output would be 66.67; and if they were a perfect cartel, their 

output would be 50. 

Using the classical point estimates, the open-loop (v = -0.84) steady- 

state output i s  93. The feedback (V = -0.83) steady-state output is 95. 

Using the Bayesian quadratic loss estimates, the open-loop ( v  = -0.65) output 

is 86 and the feedback (v = -0.62) output is 87. 

Thus, while the estimated market structure is "close" to price taking in 

the sense that v is close to -1, the steady-state outputs are below the price- 

taking levels by between 7 and 14 percent, depending on the model and the mar- 

ket structure estimate used. 

'The cost of adjustment affects the steady state in the feedback model. ln 

a static model with a v = -0.83 (classical estimate), each firm proiiuces 92, 

but in the dynamic model the steady-state output is 45. Similarly, with a v = 

-0.67 (Bayesian quadratic loss estimate), the static output is 84 and the 

dynamic model's steady-state outpiit is 87. Thus, there costs of adjustment 

are positive, more is produced in the steady state. 



6. Sununary and Conclusions 

This paper develops a metllod to determine the degree of competition among 

dynamic oligopolists and to test whether they use open-loop or feedback strate- 

gies. New families of open-loop and feedback models that nest behavioral as- 

sumptions are presented. 

The linear-quadratic estimation method is easily implemented, as shown in 

an application to the coffee export market, Both classical and a Bayesian 

technique imposing inequality constraints are demonstrated. The Bayesian re- 

sults are gener~lly close to the classical ones. hn empirical Bayesian ap- 

proach that drops the standard normality assumption also produces similar 

results. Moreover, the bootstrap standard errors are similar to the classical 

Taylor expansions. One advantage of the Bayesian approach is that an empiri- 

cal approximation to the distribution of the behavior strategy variable is 

obtained, so the probability that market structure lies in a particular range 

can be easily calculated. In cur example the steady-state outputs may be 

between 7 and 14 percent lower than if Brazil and Colombia were pure price 

takers. 



Appendix 

Derivation of Restrictions 

Since we are only interested in imposing restrictions on the demand slopes 

and the coefficients on q in the control rule and not en the intercepts of the 

demand and control systems, we can restrict our attention to the quadratic 

part of the problems. 

The Open-Loop Restrictions 

The Lagrangian for the - ith player is 

The first-order conditions for % and p .  are 
I ,?  

and 

[A. la) 

(A.lbJ 

Use A. = H .  q,r, which can he shown by induction, and let 
1 9 7  1 ,T 

T + so that H. -t Ii. * (A. lb )  becomes 
I T  I' 

Stack up these conditions to obtain F: q = S where the ith roi4 of E is v. ii. 
T r - -1 1 , 

and the - ith row of S is 6. e. T h i s  gives E qT = S(ql - qT-i! or q- = G q- 
1 1 '  L L -1 

- 1 where G E (S - E )  S. 



Use the previous definitions to reb~ite (,%.la) as 

0 = -K .  I 9 r  ' Hi q r  + 8 Hi qT+l  = (-Ki - Hi + 3 Hi G) qr  = 0 

I 

Premultiply both sides by e. and use the definition of E and the previous 
1 

expression for H i  to obtain 

so that 

-v: K. = 6. e l f 1  - G") ( I  - 6 Gj 
-1 1 1 1  

and 

1 K i  xi = -[(I - G -  (1 - G)]' e. 6. 
1 I '  

Factoring out G-1' gives (7). 

The Feedback Restrictions 

The stationary dynamic programxing equation is 



I '  q t -  W. q - = max - 7 qt(Ki + Si + B Hi) qt - 7  t l  1 t l  
qi ,t 

The first-order condition is 

Stack the n + 1 first-order conditions to obtain 

I 

where the - ith row of E is - v;(Ki + Si  + H . )  and the - ith row of S is 6. e.. 
1 1 1  

-1 Rewrite this as qt = G qt-l where G E E S. Substitute this into the maxi- 

mized value of (A.2)  to obtain 

Apply the vec operation and simplify to ohtain vec Hi = w. + x.  6. where w. 
1 1 1  1 

and xi are defined in the text. Rematricize to ohtain H. = W. + X .  6. Take 
1 1 1 

the - ith row of E G = S and use the definition of E to obtain 

Rearranging this eoiration gives (11). 



Footnotes 

l ~ h e  linear-quadratic cost-of-adjustment model has been used extensively 

(Sargent, 1978; liansen and Sargent, 1980; and Rlanchard, 1983). Our model is 

a generalizaton of those studies that assume a compenitive structure. The 

paper by Hansen, Epple, and Ronerds (1985) uses the dynamic linear quadratic 

model to study different open-loop markets as well as the open-loop and feed- 

back Stackelberg models. It does not compare the open-loop and feedback sym- 

metric firms markets which is the focus of this paper. Fershtman and Kamien 

(1987) and Reynolds (1987) compare the open-loop and feedback linear-quadratic 

Wash-Cournot models in theoretical models only. 

L If open-loop strategies are assumed, there are at least two alterna- 

tives to the linear-quadratic model. One uses instrumental variables to 

estimate the game analog of the stochastic Euler equations (as in Hansen and 

Singleton, 1982; and Pindyck and Rotenberg, 1983). Similar methods could be 

used to estimate noncompetitive markets; but since the Euler equations re- 

strict the equilibria to be open loop, this approach is not pursued here. The 

second method uses dynamic duality !Mc13aren and Cooper, 1980; and Epstein, 

1981). Although, in principle, this method could be used to estimate both 

open-loop and feedback noncompetitive equilibria, it implies very complicated 

restrictions for the feedback case and may be of limited practical use. 

3~a110p and Roberts (1979) implicitly made their conjectural variations 

a function of another variable in a static model. 

%readr.1ay (1.9701 showed that the comparative statics of the steady state 

of cost-of-adjustment models differ froin those of the "corresponding" static 

model. In a similar vein, Ileynolds finds that t.he output under static Sash- 

Conrnot and at the steadv state of the open-loop dynamic Sash-Conrnct model s 



are different. However, tinder the assumption that adjustment costs are mini- 

mized when adjustment is 0 (i.e., at the steady state), these results no 

longer hold. This assumption seems reasonable if the objective is to compare 

the various dynamic models with their static analogs. 

'~t is well known that, for infinite horizon games, there typically ex- 

ist many equilibria even when these are required to be subgame perfect. IVe 

avoid the problem of nonuniqueness by considering the equilibrium strategies 

that result from the game with finite horizon T and letting T + m. 

%eedback policies require knowledge of the current state (output of all 

firms in the previous period), so a possible policy conclusion is that this 

information should be made available. Flowever, this conclusion ignores the 

likelihood that the degree of collusjon, measured by v, may increase as infor- 

mation is shared. Riordan (1985) models a dynamic oligopoly with stochastic 

demand where firms are unable to observe their rivals' outpt~t. tie concludes 

that aggregate output is greater in this case than in the case where firms are 

able to observe their rivals' output. Riordan's model is quite different from 

the current one; nevertheless, the conflicting conclusions illustrate the dif- 

ficulty of a general comparison of social welfare ~ihen firms do or do not know 

their rivals' output. 

7~ansen, Epple, and Roberds (1985) show this result for the Nash-Cournot 

assumption fv = 0). 

*?his statement is actually too strong. Suppose that the game were com- 

pletely stationary and firms completely symmetric so that it were practical to 

impose the restrictions implied by the constant part of the control rilles. In 

that case the slope coefficients of the control rules of a homogenectis firm 

game with feedback strategies riould he the same as the slope coefficients of 



the rules of a heterogeneous (but synnnetric) firm gaine with open-loop strate- 

gies; the intercepts would be different so the two could still be dis- 

tinguished. However, for the econometric work, we do not wish to impose the 

restrictions on the intercepts of the control rules, so that nonstationarity 

or firm-specific features may be included in the parameters a, d o ,  and d o .  

'~e could impose or test the rational expectations hypothesis by in- 

cluding an exogenous state vector of current information in the feedback game 

(see Chow, 19813. A large literature (see the cites in footnote 1) shows how 

to do the same in an open-loop model. 

l%arshall (1983) provides a detailed description of the world coffee 

market. 

''since Brazil and Colombia are not equal in size, v = 1 leads to the 

collusive solution only in the long run where their exports become equal. 

During the sample period, Colombia's share did rise relative to Brazil's. 

''see Geweke (1986) and Chalfant and ivhite (1988) for applications. 

Geweke has a brief discussion on lagged endogenous variables. Chalfant and 

White present a multi-equation generalization. 

13see Freednan and Peters (1985) on bootstrapping with lagged endogenous 

variables. We assume (and classical tests support) the assumption that there 

is no autocorrelation. Thus, we can bootstrap choosing rows of the origi- 

nal data (left- and right-hand-side variables). Experiments izith the alterna- 

tive method of choosing estimated standard errors produced similar results. 

This approach of using bootstrapping to replace the assimption of nornality in 

Geweke's approach is suggested, bur not employed, by Chalfant and khite. 
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